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COMMENSURATE SEQUENCES OF CHARACTERS

A.PELCZYÑSKI

(Communicated by William J. Davis)

ABSTRACT. If (aj) and (bj) are sequences of characters on compact abelian

groups S and T respectively such that for every sequence of scalars (aj)

HE
(Xj)

as, ay I|oo

of elements of an arbitrary Banach space X

then for every 1 < p < oo and every sequence

/ E'w  ds~ / £:
J s " Jt "

dt.

This result generalizes a result of Pisier [Pi 1] for Sidon sets. For topological

Sidon sets on R a slightly stronger result holds.

Let (fj) and (gj) be sequences of scalar-valued functions in L°°(u) and L°°(u)

respectively (p, ^-probability measures). Call (fj) and (gj) d-commensurate if there

exists a d > 1 such that for every Banach space X and for every p E [1, oo) and

every sequence (xj) C X,

(1) 7
3

JjXj dp <-I£ a3X3 du<dp I X> dp.

Pisier [Pi 1] observed that if (fj) and (g3) are Sidon sets of characters on compact

abelian groups then they are commensurate. Using the technique which goes back

to Rudin (cf. [R], Theorem 3.1) we generalize Pisier's result to the following.

THEOREM 1. Let A = \J.{aj} and B = {Jj{bj} be sets of characters on

compact abelian groups S and T respectively. Assume that the correspondence

aj —> b3 extends to a linear isomorphism, say U from Ca(S) onto Cb(T) such

that llf/IHIC/-1!! =d.
Then the sequences (aj) and (bj) are d-commensurate.

Here by C\(G) we denote the subspace of continuous complex-valued functions

on a compact abelian group G generated by characters from a fixed set A of the

dual group G, i.e.

CA(G)=|/eC(G):/(7)=£/(xh(- x) dx = 0 for i E G\A
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PROOF. Fix t E T and denote by 6t the point mass at t. Let (p*t be the restriction

of 8t to Cb(T). Clearly ^ is alinear functional on Cb(T) with [I f/>( [I < 1. Obviously

for every bj E B,

b}(t) = 4>*t(b3) = 4>l(U(aj)) = (U*4>*t)(aj).

Let pt be a complex Borel measure on 5 which via the Riesz Representation The-

orem corresonds to the Hahn-Banach extension onto C(S) of the linear functional

U*<j>l on Ca(S). Define the measures vt and Vt by

ut(V) = pt(-V);    vt(V) = pt(-V) for Borel Ve S.

Then the Fourier coefficients of vt at the points of A satisfy

¡>t{aj)= / a,j(-s)vt(ds) = / aj(s)pt(ds) = bj(t),
Js Js

clearly the total variation of vt satisfies

||Ft|| = |kt|| = ||pt||<||C/*|| = ||t/||.

Now for a fixed (eventually zero) sequence (xj) of elements of a Banach space X

define the X-valued functions / and ft by

/ = £ xiai\    h = £ Xjbj(t)a3.

3 3

Let / * v denote the convolution on S of a scalar measure v with a vector-valued

function /, i.e.

(/ * v)(s) = [ f(s- a)v(do-)     for sES.
Js

Then comparing the Fourier coefficients we get

î*-v%-U\    ft*Vt-f-

Thus, by the vector-valued Young inequality,

ll/t||P<ll/llplkt||<nill/||P;   l|/ll„<l|£Wt||„

where ||/||p = (fs |/|pds)1/p. Integrating these inequalities against the Haar mea-

sure dt of T and using the Fubini Theorem (since the sequence (xj) is eventually

zero and the functions Oj and bj are continuous, there is no problem of measurability

and integrability) we get

i/p

]\U\\-'\\ñv< [jJT £aj(s)fc:,-(i)zj dsdt]       <\\U\\\\f\\t

Exchanging the role of A and B for g = Y^ Xjbj we get

thus

ii^ini,iiP<(/s/r
£aj(s)&¿(í)a:.

3

/||P<|lsl|P<||f/||||c/-]

dsdt] ^Wu-'WMj,

ip-
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REMARK. Similarly as in Pisier's paper [Pi 1] the Lp-norms in (1) can be

replaced by the "averages" /s <j>[\ ^2xkak\\ ds where <j>: R+ —* R+ is a continuous

nondecreasing convex function.

Obviously a sequence of characters which is commensurate with the Rademacher

sequence forms a Sidon set. However in that case we have also the following crite-

rion.

PROPOSITION 2. If(ak) is a sequence of characters on a compact abelian group

S such that for some q with 1 < q < oo there exists a constant C such that for

every finite sequence (xk)i<k<N (N = 1,2,... ) of elements of every IP space with

2 < p < oo.

(2)
/.

N

Yak{s)xk
k=l

ds<C

L"
fJo

N

Yrk(w)xk
fc=l

dw

Li-

then \Jk{ak} is a Sidon set.

PROOF. Fix p > 2. Specify Lp to be LP(S). Fix a sequence of scalars (ak) and

put xk = akak (k = 1,2,...). Then using the properties of the normalized Haar

measure "ds" we get

p     \ q/p

i
Js

N

£a*(«) akak

k=l

ds

LP(S) Js \Js

Js \Js

N

S  \JS

N

Y2akak(s + t)
k=l

N

£öfcafc(i)

dt ds

fc=i

p     \ q/p

dt I       ds

£afcflfc(t)

k=l

q/p

dt

Observe that for p > 2,

7Js

N

^2akak(t)
k=i

dt

l/p , N .   1/2

On the other hand, by (2), we get

(a)

N

^2akak(t)
fc=i

q/p

dt <C
Jo   \Js

N

Y^akak(t)rk(w)
fc=i

p     ^ q/p

dt

<CC0

(b) < CCqB¡

Jo   \Js
^2akak(t)rk(w)

dw

i/p

2/p

dt J      dw

\  9/2

JV

akak(t)\p        dt
) J

9/2

= pCqBl   £|afc|
U=l
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where (a) follows from the Kahane-Khinchine inequality, [Kh, p. 20], and (b) follows

from the Orlicz inequaliity [O]. Moreover it is well known that the constant Bp

appearing the Orlicz inequality is dominated by the constant in the Khinchine

inequality between L2 and Lp norms and therefore Bp < c^/p (cf. [O, and Z,

Chapter V, §8, Theorem 8.4] thus we have just shown that there exists a numerical

constant B such that

G>*r)1/2< (j \j2akak(t)\" dtj      ^Sv/p^KI2)17

for all scalars (ak) and every p > 2. Hence, by a result of Pisier [Pi 2, or Pi 3],

\Jk{ak} is a Sidon set.

Our next result concerns topological Sidon sets on the real line R. Recall (cf.

[M, p. 183] that an increasing sequence of positive real numbers, say (Afc) is called

a topological Sidon set if there exist a compact set K C R and C > 0 such that for

every sequence of scalars (ak)

Ç-1£|afe|<sup|£afceiAfct
teK>

An important example of a topoplogical Sidon set is an increasing sequence (Xk)

of positive reals satisfying the Hadamard condition inffc A/c+iA^T * > q > 1 (cf. [M,

p. 185].
Our next result shows that if (A^) is a topological Sidon set then the functions

(etXkt) considered on any bounded interval [a, b] C R are commensurate with the

Rademacher functions (rk).

THEOREM 3. Let (Xk) C R be a topological Sidon set. Then for every interval

[a, b] with —oo < a < b < +oo there exists a constant C = C(b — a) such that for

every p with 1 < p < oo and every sequence (xj) of elements of an arbitrary Banach

space X

dw.C~p [   ||£rfc(«;)zfc  Pdw< f   IVe^'ifc  " dt < Cp [   |£rfcMa:fc
Jo    " Ja    " Jo    "

PROOF.  Since (Afc) is a topological Sidon set, for every 6 with b — a > 26 > 0

there is a constant C = C(6) such that for every scalars at, a2,...

(3) 2_] \ak\ < C SUP
|t|<« £ ake

i\kt

(cf. [DG 1 or M, p. 194, Theorem VII]).

Fix a positive integer TV. Let e = (ek)t<k<N be a sequence of ±1 of length TV.

It follows from (3) that there exists on the linear span of (elXkt)i<k<N regarded as

a subspace of C([—6,6]) a linear functional of norm < C which takes the value ek

at elXkt for k = 1,2,..., TV. Thus using the Hahn-Banach and the Riesz Represen-

tation Theorems we infer that there is a complex Borel measure p on R such that

||p|| < C, p is concentrated on [—6,6], f_g e'XkSp(ds) = ek for k = 1,2,..., TV. Let

|p| be the unique nonnegative Borel measure on R such that p is absolutely contin-

uous with respect to |p| and the Radon-Nikodym derivative dp/d\p[ is a unimodular

function |p|-almost everywhere.
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Now fix a sequence (xk)i<k<p/ in X and define functions / : R —» X and fe : R

Xby
N N

f(t) = 52etXktxk;    fe(t) = J2£kelXktxk        (t E R).
fc=i fc=i

Then for every t E R

f(t) = Tskeakt f   eiXkSp(ds)= [   fe(t + s)p(ds).
fc=i Js Js

Hence remembering that || |p| || = |p|([—6,6]) < C and using the Holder inequality

we get

11/(011" < Cp~l f   [\f(t + s)]\p\p](ds)        (1 < p < oo).
J-6

Integrating against the Lebesgue measure and using the Fubini Thoerem we get

[ WHtWdtKC-1 [ f \\f£(t + s)\\p\p\(ds)dt
Ja Ja   J—6

= Cp~l f if 8||/e(«)||"du)|p|(da)
J-6  \Ja+s J

¡•6    (   rb+e

J-S  \Ja-6
<CP~ :(u)\\pdu\\p\(ds)

<CP
rb+6

Ja-6
\\pdu.

Averaging over all sequences e of ±1 of length TV and using the identity

Average 11 fe(

and the Fubini Theorem we obtain

u)\\p= f
Jo

N

Y,rk(w)elXkUxk

b+S    rlro co-to     r

/   ||/(í)||pdí<C7p/ /
Ja Ja-6   Jo

fc = l

N

Y,rk(w)elXkUxk

k=l

dw,

dw du.

By the principle of contraction (cf. [Kh, p. 21]) for unimodular complex numbers

(eiAtU)i<fc<iv we get

Jo

N

Y,rk(wyXkUxk

fc=i

dw < (V2)p fJo

N

£í7t(w)xfc

k=l

dw.

Thus

/   ||/(i)irai<(v/2C)p(fe-a + 2(5) f
Ja Jo

N P

dw.£rfc(w)xfc

fc=i

To prove the estimate in the opposite direction we replace the interval [a,b] by

[a + 6, b — 6] and /by fe. Then we get as in (4)

[      \\fs(t)\\pdt<Cp [  \\f(u)\\pdu.
Ja+6 Ja
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Averaging over all sequences of ±1 of length TV we get

b-6    /•!

(5)

co—0     r

Ja+6   Jo

N

J2rk(w)eiXktxk

k=l

dwdt <Cp [b\\f(u)\\
Ja

pdu.

Next for t E [a + 6, b - 6] put

N N

9t = Y\_ (1 + rk cos Xkt) + i Y\ (1 - rk sin Xkt).
k=l fc=l

Then Regt > 0, lmgt > 0 and /0 Regt dw = f0 lmgt dw = 1 thus /0 \gt(w)\dw <
2. Moreover we have

ri  / n \ N
/      Y] r^w + ™'VXkt*k    9t(w') dw' = ]T rk(wyXktxk

Jo   \k=i ) fc=i

where -j- denotes the multiplication on the Diadic Group {1, — 1}°° transported to

[0,1] via the measure preserving map (bj)j>i —*■ X)y=i 2~J_1(1 —£j). Thus, by the

Young inequality,

/'̂o

iV

£^(^) Xk

fc=l

dw< 2PfJo

N

£^H«
.¿Attxjfc

fc=l

dw.

Thus integrating over [a + 6, b — 6] and using (5) we get

(2C)~p(b - a - 26) f
Jo

N

£»■*(«')
xk

fc=l

dw <
b

f \\f(tWdt.
Ja

REMARK. Theorem 3 can be generalized to arbitrary topological Sidon sets in

locally compact abelian groups studied in [DG 2].
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